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INTRODUCTION

Another annual report containing the experimental results of afullyearhasbeen
completed. Important and useful results often come about only after lengthy experiments which may take up agreatdeal of time.Nevertheless, it is agood idea to
publish annually anyprogress made,even ifnot all the advances reported are as
greatasonewouldwish.
The glasshouse industry, like otherbranches of horticulture and agriculture,has
many facets.This iswhy several disciplines are involved in theresearch carried
out to solve outstanding problems,generate new ideas and improve existing technigues and methods.In the application of research results,thewhole complex of
growing has tobe considered. This means that separate results have tobe integrated
before they canbe applied by the industry.All these considerations imparta
special character to the applied research carried out at thisstation.
The glasshouse industry has aremarkable number of problems tobe solved.Thediversity in crops and growingmethods is greatwhich is further complicated by the
fact thatglasshouse horticulture isnot a static industry. Changes are taking
place all the time and the conditions forproduction vary continually. Changes in
themarket requirements and the cost relationships alsoplay an important part.
Continual adjustments tothepractical changes are alsonecessary in research if
theresults of ourwork are to remain relevant.Newpossibilities arebeing opened
upall the time,inparticular on the technical level,and these too,mustbe taken
intoaccount.
Theresearch capacity for the glasshouse industry is relatively large and justifiably
so. However,itisbecoming increasingly evident that the research capacity is
a limiting factor. Research isan expensive business and costs are rising all the
time. Itisunderstandable therefore that in every country ways and means oflimiting costs arebeing soughtand applied whereverpossible.This initself isan
added incentive tomake thebest use of existing research facilities.An intensive
exchange of information between research workers operating in the same field must
make for increased efficiency in research work as awhole. It ishoped that this
reportwillmake acontribution to the achievement of thataim.

E. Kooistra
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Director
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Fig. 1 Ventilated building housing cabinets forplantphysiological and pathological
research.

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY
As in 1976,thedepartmenthas again collected agreatdeal ofdetailed information
onplant growth and the effects of specific treatments on growth.On thewhole,the
established aimswere pursued with the usual analytical approaches to theproblems.
However,inanumber of casesmore work than inprevious yearswas concerned with
extreme and special problems and treatments,such asa temperature regime with
increased night-day temperatures,determinations of the size and shape of root
volumes, horizontal growth andvibration of the stem tip.Growth and development
rateswere again studied indetail,partly on aplant raising nursery.The truss
height in tomatoes was also investigated, partly in connectionwith comparative cultivar studies.
Fruitweightmanagement in tomatoes bypollination and fruit thinning sometimes has
an effect onquality but not on the time ofharvest.An interplanted tomato crop
treated with CCC remains shorter and the average fruit size is always smaller.However,
the trecitmentdoes not accelerate ripening or improve fruitquality.
Green sweetpeppers cannotbe made to colour up by treating the fruitwith ethylenegas.
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